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About This Game

Escape Bloody Mary is a short and sweet horror VR escape room following the folklore behind the legend of Bloody Mary. Turn
off the lights, light a few candles, say her name three times into a mirror and you might see her on the other side. Escape Bloody
Mary takes you through the worst possible scenario of the childhood ritual. Prepare for an immersive horror experience which
transforms your typical bathroom into an unsettling and stressful haunted environment with no way out. Can you find a way out

before Bloody Mary claims your soul?

Gameplay offers a series of puzzles under pressure which are designed to force the user to balance strategy and survival.
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Title: Escape Bloody Mary
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Well Told Entertainment
Publisher:
Well Told Entertainment
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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guns
lots of guns. As lengthy as this game seems, the biggest problem I find here is that the progression seems to always keep me on
the same points. I almost feel as though I can't change any part of the story save for details in the ending. Even when I try to
roleplay as a heartless monster, all the choices were relatively the same.

Very disappointed
. A simple FPS made in one of those FPS maker engines that evokes the color\/style of ZX Spectrum games.

The biggest problem this game has is its controls. Mouselook and strafing causes things to go haywire, and in some cases the left
mouse button wouldn't work, making it impossible to attack.

In addition, ammo pickups only work for your currently equipped weapon, so you have to cycle through your weapons (in a
fixed order, no selecting individual weapons) to fill ammo. Worst off, you have to find these gems strewn about every level and
acquire 500,000 points worth to get past level 15. It's just a bunch of questionable decisions that I'm not sure who to blame: the
developers, or the middleware they used to make this.

Why play this when Wolfenstein 3D and Blake Stone exist? It doesn't do anything that those two games don't already do better,
and those came out 20 years before this game did. I can't really recommend playing this unless you like being frustrated.

Granted, I only paid $1 for this. Buy it if you're curious or you can't deny a cheap deal. But it's not some hidden gem or
anything.. 8/10
Pos:
- fun gameplay
- easy achievements
- nice physics

Cons:
- Boat physics needs to get better

Conclusion: Better than CS:GO

Meow~. You will enjoy this in the first 15min and then you realize, there is not much content and you are pretty much stuck to
one race track with repetitive given tasks.
8 game modes? Well it feels like only one when you are almost all the time on one track.
Zombies are cool and I love them. but they dont add anything to this game.
cars feel sluggish to maneuver and the customiziation is also just thrown in. I never felt like soemthing changed.
The pricetag is way too high. should have been a 3€ game.. I play FS since 1999.Worst DLC ever.no ATC service.no
mission.just flights you can do on your flight planner.definitely not worthing the money.should be free.. Excellent Top-Down
Racer!
For those who remember the old days, I'm a fan of Supercars 1 and 2 on Amiga (yeah, like 30 years ago) and its the best game
of the genre that I've played since and I've played a lot of them. Good driving, good physics, beautiful graphics, this game
absolutely deserves more audience! buy now and join!. I got this in a bundle, so it didn't really cost me anything...thank
goodness, because this game is horrible! It doesn't even run properly......the game crashes, and is just overly glitchy. I let it run
to aquire the steam cards, but as far as playability goes? This is truly a stinker.

It's a shame too, because I love this style of game, and the claymation graphics look incredible....it LOOKS like it would be a
first class enjoyable game, but I guess i'll never know.. This game is really, really hard. But I love it! It reminds me of old NES
games, along with the difficulty they bestowed.

I recommend this game.
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Its not an AAA project. So dont watch negative reviews!
This is very good indie-game. You can be taken to the farm world with this game!
But the price is realy huge.... I like the game just sometimes I wish you didn't die as much. The mechanic for North is what
made me want to play the game. Check out my Let's play. I don't know if I would recommend Ian's eyes to anyone just yet. 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-4l-FqPzTC4DJ_j-NgmFZenR9Yq_UyHb. I have no idea but I went straight to defeat
the witch in her castle after the ring unlocked the hand...
Therefore I do not know whether the "exploring of the witch castle" is actually in the game or not 0.0
Except for this, is a pretty fun game, but you have to figure out the puzzle throughout the game without any tinny winny bit of
clue.. Overall this unit is ok, its very pleasing that it is in the game and that foremost is the main reason I would recommend it.
The modelling is great and it fantastic to look at. Other then that the sounds are not impressive, quite standard (and recycled
clearly) which then makes it a less of good experience to drive.
But generally that is what is expected, to conclude its a fantastic addition to the game and for the Brighton Mainline route!. this
games pretty good, but it made my friends all start drawing pp's and that made me uncomfortable <-8/10
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